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Abstract—Using label technology, a physical object may be
employed to build a continuously growing data collection, which
can, for instance, be exploited for product quality monitoring and
lifecycle management. Along the objects lifecycle, queries to such
a collection may stay quite similar, e.g., get unusual observations.
However, expectations to a good answer may change, as with
time different entities will come into contact with the object. This
article reports on work in progress concerning a framework for
collecting data concerning things, which aims at 1) decoupling
logic employed for interpreting such a collection from processing
hardware and 2) using the collection itself for transporting
such logic. Main contributions include an approach to hardwareabstraction of processing logic at the object or remote, and an
app store for retrieving interpretation and presentation logic.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Within the Internet of Things, physical objects may function
as a focus for digital data and services concerning the artifact
itself as well as associated things, people and processes. This
function enables an object to take a new role as a data collector
and provider in a broad range of scenarios, e.g., users may
manually associate data with an object in order to socialize and
foster discussion in a community [1], tools may automatically
collect usage data in support of pay-by-use accounting [2],
and products may steer and document their production [3] and
transport rules that support reasoning of healthcare applications
[4]. Existing applications of such technology are typically
deployed in ”closed” scenarios, i.e., requirements of users
and applications are known before the collection process starts.
This reflects only to some extent a supply chain with
continuously changing users and requirements. In order to
facilitate communication between stake holders in such an
”open” scenario, a uniform interaction behavior of the collection
would be advantageous, e.g., a uniform way to ”check integrity”
of an object, i.e. compliance to criteria specified by a third
party on an individual base for objects or kinds of objects.
In the following, Section II provides an example scenario,
where one stakeholder has to employ logics provided by
another stakeholder. Section III summarizes requirements that
arise from this scenario. Then, Section IV wraps up work
accomplished so far concerning so-called Active Digital Object
Memories (ADOMe), a platform for processing logic in a
way that allows for embracing a broad range of infrastructure
approaches common to Internet of things applications. Section V
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extends this approach with a concept of an app store supporting
distribution of the processing logic. Afterwards, work related
to ADOMe and app store is briefly reviewed in Section VI,
followed by a summary in Section VII.
II.

S CENARIO

The following logistics scenario deals with integrity control
during transportation of a heterogeneous set of goods (see Fig.
1). Each good is packaged in a way matching its nature (e.g.,
fragility) and value. All packages are tagged with some kind
of label technology, which allows for automatically identifying
the object. Depending on the respective kind of package, this
technology may range from passive RFID (Radio Frequency
IDentification) to embedded systems with integrated sensing
and processing capabilities.
A retail chain advertises the quality of products sold in
its stores, which is subject of the companys own, particular
strong quality guideline. In order to leverage compliance to
this guideline, the company provides business partners along
the supply chain with constraints on parameters that need
to be monitored. A supplier uses these parameters in order
to configure an integrity test for each package destined for
this particular retailer; for accuracy, input parameters should
be sensed and processed by the package itself or by IT
infrastructure near the object. Performing this configuration
task is supported by a hardware-abstraction layer, which allows
for assigning tests to packages independent from the kind of
label technology provided by the respective package.
During loading a truck, by means of this layer a dialog between package, truck, and an app store hosting implementations
of tests matching the retailers parameters. Result of this dialog
is an assignment determining which technical component (truck
or package) has to conduct the monitoring task, an assignment,
which may differ for each package.
Finally, the packages arrive at the retailers receiving area.
There, an employee uses a mobile device in order to identify
the respective object and access its digital records values
sensed during transport as well as testing methods and their
results. The access is performed using an app, which downloads
from the app store a method suited to visualize the test chosen
by the logistics expert. This visual adaptation is performed
automatically in the background; even for very different kinds
of packages the employee experiences always the same way
of interacting with the respective object.
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III.

R EQUIREMENTS

The envisioned framework has to balance between the need
for flexibility (to support different hardware platforms, open
processes, new requirements in the future), for standardized
structures that ease data retrieval and communication among
different and cross-domain content providers and for normative
description of object-related logic. Corresponding requirements
to the architecture model can be divided in three parts that
reflect a 3-tier approach to the realization of such a model,
namely the collection model for data storage (1), support
for active analysis functionality (2), and a common access
architecture and infrastructure support for hardware abstraction
with an app-store-like approach (3).
Data storage is the basic functionality of any ADOMe.
In order to enable a party to analyze data added to the
memory by another party, a common storage model is required,
which is shared by all parties along the object’s life cycle
(Requirement 1, R1). In addition the model should be flexible
enough to cover a large variety of data formats (including
encodings and further data types) and should ease the process
of data retrieval (R2). Due to the cross-domain usage of such
memories involving several partners, a common infrastructure
that provides an abstract memory access (including protocol and
data exchange specifications) independent from any memory
implementation or hardware platform is necessary to ease
the task of memory access for existing and newly created
applications (R3). Setting up activity and analysis support
on top of the data storage can extend the functionalities
of object memories, by allowing the memory to process
data autonomously based on given algorithms. Based on this
functionality we want to enable applications to ask common (but
pre-defined) semantic questions (R4), rather than processing the
entire memory data, which might be a complicated process due
to possibly very large and capacious memories and in contrast
a slow connection speed. In addition the memory should pro-
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actively process data with rules based on expert knowledge,
and deploy results to memory storage or return the result on
queries (R5). Finally, the system should provide a hardware
abstraction layer, to enable a transparent access for clients (R6),
which includes a compensation of missing object features by
the environment as well as a mechanism to retrieve machine
and platform-compatible logic code for the given use case (R7).
IV.

T HE ADOM E F RAMEWORK

To fulfill the given requirements, we already implemented a
framework for active object memories. The data within such an
ADOMe are structured according to the Object Memory Model
(OMM) [5]. This model partitions a memory in blocks with
data of the same dedication and nature (R1). For the content
of a block the model does not prescribe any data format or
encoding. A block can be created and modified by external
entities, which also define the content and encoding of the data
of this specific block. The data of such a block can be either
stored directly within the block as payload or are just linked to
an external web-based source. In addition each block consists
of a set of metadata, describing the content the block, creator
and contributors, encoding and intention. Applications may use
this metadata (e.g., attributes such as format, encoding, and
namespace) to choose the best fitting information from the
memory or utilize attributes like title and description to present
memory blocks in a human readable form to end users (R2).
Accessing data collections for some object usually requires
identifying this object as well as looking up the related
collection infrastructure. The ADOMe framework does not
impose particular constraints on the employed object identifier:
in order to look up a memory, the framework resolves identifiers
against the “IDs block” of hosted OMMs, which may contain
arbitrary identifiers. Thus, access requires in the first place the
address of the framework instance. This address is encoded
as URIs (Unified Resource Identifier) suited to represent any
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installment. Based on the information about ID and URI, a
root path to an object memory inside its container can be
determined and directory and feature negotiation services can
be accessed by a fixed REST-based (Representational State
Transfer) interface that delivers URLs to pieces of the memory
as well as functions implemented by the memory (R3).
Using the REST interface and OMM metadata, enables
applications to employ their very own decision criteria to
retrieve memory contents and process them outside of the
framework. They even may store the employed decision criteria
as contents within the memory, describe them through metadata,
and thus share them with other applications (cf. [4]). However,
this approach requires involved applications to implement
the same command processor (e.g., a particular rule engine).
Furthermore, the approach is little suited if a memory is
required to autonomously prepare answers for future requests,
as required by many applications focused on monitoring.
Therefore, the ADOMe framework allows for extending its
basic collection function with additional processing methods,
which can then be explicitly selected applications to issue
queries like check integrity (R4). Here, two concepts are
mandatory for an ADOMe: a feature container providing means
for statically implemented, optional, customer specific features,
and a sandbox containing a logic processor. Both concepts can
be triggered by external calls (see Fig. 2 and 3), by memory
change events and by an internal timer (R5).
The feature container of an ADOMe provides a generic
means to extend the functionality of object memories with socalled optional features. Installed by the owner of the framework
during memory initialization, other parties may invoke and
parameterize these features, for instance a producer may tailor
its products memories to their respective application area.
Optional features have to implement a REST-interface. For
deployment, the framework provides a registration mechanism,
which links the features services to the REST interface of the
ADOMe. In addition, an ADOMe provides a processor for
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Fig. 3. Performing built-in and on-product integrity check on a smart package
equipped with ADOMe and accessed by a mobile handheld device.

software logic that allows for deploying custom evaluation
functions for extracting meaning from data in the memory. If
installed by the owner, a feature can be used by other parties
to install their own compression, selection and accumulation
methodologies, and to handle content types during the memories
life cycle not foreseen during memory initialization. The logic
processor runs in a sandbox environment that provides a
generic interface integrated into the ADOMe’s REST interface
and a safe API to the memory storage of the ADOMe. The
aforementioned framework has been implemented and has been
used to realize several use cases utilizing active logic code.
Hence, the framework can serve as the foundation for the
following extension.
V.

H ARDWARE A BSTRACTION & A PP S TORE

Based on the given scenario we focus on a heterogeneous
set of goods equipped with different techniques, ranging
from simple barcodes to embedded systems with storage
and processing capabilities. A common architecture to access
different objects with the same approach and to access a
similar functionality would be highly desirable from the user
point of view. Currently we are developing a concept for
hardware abstraction that allows accessing users and the objects
themselves to complement their missing functionalities on their
own, or at least to inform the outer environment about requested
but not available functionalities.
This concept is based on the aforementioned ADOMe
framework that is built on modular software components. This
allows the framework to run on a large variety of platforms
raging from high-end servers to small embedded systems (e.g.,
with storage capability only). The URI we use for memory
identification and the RESTful interface for communication
allows for transparent memory access independent of the
concrete hardware and software implementation, and enables
systems with missing functionalities (e.g., logic processing) to
outsource these to server-based solutions by passing-through
incoming requests (R6).
To combine software modules with object memory hardware
for logic processing several approaches are possible. Applications can install and use software modules located in the
memory storage (see Fig. 4). The processing and execution
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also software products and descriptions concerning devices,
which we propose extending in a way that supports exchanging
such components across devices using unified data structures
and semantic descriptions.
VII.

Fig. 4. Client application displaying ADOMe-based measurements created
by a software module downloaded from an external appstore.

location (either in embedded systems on-product or on serverbased solutions off-product) is transparent for the access
application. In case of no fitting software module available
in memory, an access to a so called app store is possible based
on a semantically defined logic description. This store contains
a large set of logic modules for different applications and
platforms, ranging from fixed domain-specific code to generic
modules capable of parameterization. If available the framework
downloads, installs and executes the downloaded module from
the store. Client applications performing operations based on
memory data can be extended with in-memory or app store
modules the same way (R7).
VI.

This article summarized work in progress concerning a
framework for setting up so-called Active Digital Object
Memories. Its contribution is twofold: In order to leverage
the application of such data collections in open scenarios, this
framework seeks to 1.) embrace different ways of deploying
answering logic in a collection, and 2.) provide abstraction from
the technical diversity of existing infrastructures for collecting
object-related data, which employ technology embedded into
physical objects, virtual data stores located in the Web, and
combinations of both approaches. Future work will address
in the very first place the proposed method of distributing
processing logic within this framework: the app store implementation. A first prototype illustrates the feasibility of this
approach in a manufacturing scenario involving passive RFID,
Android tablets, and embedded devices; however, more efforts
are needed to verify that concept for broader range of embedded
system platforms as well as logic hosted for deployment.
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R ELATED W ORK

This work is related to research and development concerning
frameworks that leverage collecting and processing data related
to physical objects, and as such related to the Internet of
Things. Related research comprises embedded systems as well
as web-based data stores. So-called Collaborative Business
Items (CoBIs) ilustrate the benefits of delegeting small parts
of a well-defined business process - e.g., monitoring and
self-assessment tasks - to objects with embedded sensing
and processing capabilities [6]. In order to decouple such
a service from the employed hardware, SmartProducts [7]
seek to dynamically integrate resources - including webbased structures - in the object’s environment into the service
realization. Complementary to our proposal, this work puts
particular emphasis on semantic device and data descriptions for
products with embedded technology. An example of collecting
object-related data in a web-based data store is the Tales
of Things electronic Memories (TOTeM) system. It seeks to
foster communication between humans via personal stories
digitally linked with things [1]. Its infrastructure shares aspects
of an ADOMe, in particular a unified approach (which actually
inspired parts of OMM) for structuring data concerning a thing,
and open web-based information storage. EVRYTHNG [8]
follows a similar approach in order to enable information
sharing concerning objects; it extends it with Active Digital
Identities for objects, where services linked with an object
employ information collections (concerning the object, or
objects of the same kind) in order to adapt to the user. The
question of how implementation and provision of such services
can be supported is addressed by Xively [9]. The web-based
service supports not only hosting and sharing object data, but
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